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Irrigation trailer 
Art.-No.: 02034 

 
                               
 
Whether sports grounds, nurseries, orchards or other large areas where a constant and consistent water 
supply is required, irrigation trailers have their place of use. This important machine for successful agriculture 
is now available in BRUDER’s extensive range. Young farmers can use the crank to unroll a 1.8-metre-long 
hose, to which an accurately detailed sprinkler truck is attached. True to the BRUDER motto “Just like the 
real thing”, it features a tank with a functioning pump. The pump system allows water to be distributed easily 
and realistically. This exciting irrigation trailer can be towed by all BRUDER tractors from the agriculture 
themed world 
 

Vehicle design: 
- Large hose reel with crank  
- 1.8 metre hose 
- Removable sprinkler truck 
- Extending stabilisers 
- Foldable front stabilisers 
 
Movement/function: 
- Functional pump with tank 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Made by Bruder 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Fendt Vario 211 
Art.-No.: 02180 

 
                                

                                                          

The Fendt Vario 211 features everything farmers need for successful results. Thanks to its compact 
dimensions and a spacious cab, it is not only comfortable, but also the perfect working companion for all 
conditions. This compact yet very powerful tractor is the latest addition to BRUDER’s extensive fleet of tractors, 
which is well-known for its true-to-life details. Of course, this tractor also shares features typical of its 
stablemates, such as the off-road front axle or the additional drag link. This tractor can also be combined with 
almost all agricultural attachments from the BRUDER range. 
 

 
 

Vehicle design: 
- Mount for front loader 
- Standard front and rear coupling 
- Detachable front weight 
 
Chassis: 
- steerable and off-road front axle 
- Tread tyres 
 
Movement/function: 
- Additional steering rod allows steering through the sliding tractor roof 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 3 years for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Fendt Vario 211 with frontloader  
and tipping trailer 

Art.-No.: 02182 
 
                                

  
The Fendt Vario 211 features everything farmers need for successful results. Thanks to its compact 
dimensions and a spacious cab, it is not only comfortable, but also the perfect working companion for all 
conditions. This compact yet very powerful tractor is the latest addition to BRUDER’s extensive fleet of tractors, 
which is well-known for its true-to-life details. Of course, this tractor also shares features typical of its 
stablemates, such as the off-road front axle or the additional drag link. The small, easily platform gate trailer 
and the fully functioning BRUDER slip-on front loader are therefore ideal for realistically recreating this tractor's 
use in viticulture and fruit growing, for example. This tractor can also be combined with almost all agricultural 
attachments from the BRUDER range.                                          
 

Vehicle design 
- Mount for front loader 
- Standard front and rear coupling 
- Detachable front weight 
 
Chassis 
- Steerable and off-road front axle 
- Tread tyres 
 
Movement/function 
- Additional steering rod allows steering through the sliding tractor roof 
- Detachable and fully functioning front loader 
 
General information 
- Recommended age: suitable from 3 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 RAM 2500 Service truck with  
rotating beacon light 

Art.-No.: 02509 
 
                                                     

The RAM brand is highly regarded, not only in the leisure sector. This pick-up is also used as the basis for a 
large number of commercial vehicles, as this model was developed as a heavy-duty pick-up truck by RAM. 
The RAM Service truck is the latest addition to the commercial vehicle sector. It is used where repair and 
service work is carried out on large machines, e.g. in agriculture, or on construction sites. For this purpose, it 
is equipped with a rotatable and extendable assembly crane. The necessary tools and spare parts can be 
stored in the numerous compartments. Familiar features such as the steering wheel extension and spring-
loaded axles are also present, as is an all-round light to protect the vehicle. For even more fun, the bworld 
Garage equipment (item no. 62100) and the bworld Construction set (item no. 62007) complement this 
versatile vehicle. 
 
 
Cab 
- Clear-glass headlights at the front 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design 
- Space for pallets/pallet cages or other cargo on the loading area 
- Tailgate can be opened 
- Storage compartments with doors on both sides 
- Incl. rotating beacon light (art.no. 02807) 
 
Chassis 
- Wheels in contemporary SUV design 
- Spring-loaded (steered) front and rear axles 
- Includes detachable towbar coupling 
 
Movement/function 
- Functional assembly crane 
 
General information 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 RAM 2500 Fire engine truck with  
Light + Sound Module 

Art.-No.: 02544 
 
                                

The RAM brand is highly regarded, not only in the leisure sector. This pick-up is also used as the basis for a 
large number of commercial vehicles, as this model was developed as a heavy-duty pick-up truck by RAM. 
The RAM Fire engine truck is the latest addition to the range of emergency service vehicles. Thanks to its 
spring-loaded axles and steering wheel extension, this fire service vehicle is ideal for off-road use. With the 
newly developed tank system including mounted water cannon, it can reach fires that are difficult to access. 
For other sources of fire, a second hose can be connected to the water tank. The necessary tools and fire 
extinguishers can be stowed in the numerous compartments. This detailed vehicle also includes a Light + 
Sound Module. This fire engine truck can be supplemented with the bworld firefighter (item no. 60100) or the 
bworld Fire station (item no. 62702). 
 
Cab: 
- Clear-glass headlights at the front 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic   
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Space for pallets/pallet cages or other cargo on the loading area 
- Tailgate can be opened 
- Storage compartments with doors on both sides 
- Removable tank system with 2 outlet valves 
 
Movement/function: 
- Rotating water cannon 
 
Contents: 
- Light + Sound Module (Functional buttons: 1. engine sound, 2. police siren, 3. fire service siren, 4. yelp signal) 
 
General information 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MB Sprinter with working platform and 
Light + Sound Module 

Art.-No.: 02679 
 
 
Pioneering, efficient, reliable – this is how Mercedes Benz describes the new Sprinter. The latest generation 
Sprinter continues to be the versatile and popular transport professional. BRUDER’s extensive range includes 
the latest sprinters in a wide range of designs. 
The latest variant at BRUDER is the MB Sprinter with work platform. Mobile work platforms are required for 
working at heights, e.g. on trees, street lighting or traffic signs. The BRUDER work platform brings every bworld 
figure safely to a height of up to 70 cm! Thanks to its integrated technology, the personnel basket always 
remains in a horizontal position when the crane boom is extended. The vehicle is secured with 4 extendable 
stabilisers and 4 pylons are also included for cordoning off the working area. The sprinter’s cabin doors can of 
course be opened and the Light & Sound module is already installed for safety and good recognition of the 
vehicle. This detailed vehicle can be extensively expanded from the huge BRUDER range with the MB Sprinter 
municipal vehicle (item no. 02677), the bworld municipal worker (item no. 62130) and the construction site set 
(item no. 62007). 
 

Cab: 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design: 
- 4 extending outriggers 
- Extendable lifting arm  
 
Contents: 
- 4 pylons 
- Light + Sound Module 
 
Chassis: 
- Tread tyres 
 
Movement/function: 
- Automatic level control of the work platform 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MB Sprinter Fire engine with  
Light + Sound Module 

Art.-No.: 02680 
 
 
Pioneering, efficient, reliable – this is how Mercedes Benz describes the new Sprinter. The latest generation 
Sprinter continues to be the versatile and popular transport professional. BRUDER’s extensive range includes 
the latest sprinters in a wide range of designs. 
The BRUDER Mercedes Benz Fire engine is a true multifunctional device for rescue operations. The crew cab 
can accommodate up to 4 bworld firefighters. The fully functional water cannon with water tank and pump 
extinguishes any source of fire in no time. There is also a second hose for further extinguishing operations. 
This detailed vehicle includes a ladder, shovel and besom for recovery and rescue operations. This versatile 
vehicle can be expanded with a plough blade (item no. 02581/02582) or a cable winch (item no. 42545). The 
bworld Fire station (item no. 62702) is the ideal addition to complement this detailed vehicle. 

 
Cab 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design 
- Mounting adapter for front-mounted equipment 
- Storage compartments with doors on both sides  
- Integrated, upgraded Light + Sound function 
- Additional cabin for bworld figures 
 
Chassis 
- Tread tyres 
 
Movement/function 
- Water function 
- Functional pump with water tank 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MB Sprinter Transfer with driver  
Art.-N0.: 02681 

 
 

The Sprinter Transfer provides almost unlimited application options with its large number of variants. From 
school buses or crew buses to efficient airport transfers and comfortable intercity buses. This Sprinter offers 
maximum flexibility. The new Sprinter model is now part of the BRUDER range. The driver's cab door and rear 
doors open. A particular highlight is the newly developed sliding door on the co-driver's side. The interior is 
flexibly designed. The rear seat rows can be installed in different viewing directions or removed completely. 
Scope of delivery of this vehicle includes a driver. All bworld figures from the wide BRUDER range go with this 
vehicle.   

 
 
 

Cab: 
- Clear-glass headlights at the front 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Sliding door 
- 2 rear doors  
- Removable and convertible bench seats 
 
Content: 
- 1 bworld figure 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics, such as ABS 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MAN TGA Cement mixer truck rapid mix 
Art.-No.: 02739 

 
                                
This truck is based on the well-known and proven MAN TGA. Its cab can be tilted and provides a view of the 
engine block. Turn the modernised truck mixer drum using a hand crank installed on the water tank. The drum 
features one spiral conveyor and mixer and, just like the original, the drum is emptied by reversing its direction 
of rotation. The spiral on the inside of the drum delivers the load to the discharge chute at the rear. Includes 
two plug-in drain chutes. One bworld figure can control mixer functions by climbing the attached ladders. From 
the wide range of BRUDER construction vehicles, this fantastic truck mixer can be combined with the BRUDER 
tipper truck and Liebherr excavator (item no. 02751) and many other vehicles to create extensive play worlds. 
 
 
Cab 
- Driver's cabin can be tilted 
- Folding outside mirrors 
 
Vehicle design 
- Two plug-in drain chutes 
- Rotating mixer drum 
 
Chassis 
- Tread tyres 
 
General information 
 
- Recommended age: suitable from 3 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MAN TGA Rear loading garbage truck 
Art.-No.: 02772 

 
 
This garbage truck is based on the well-known and proven MAN TGA. Its cab can be tilted and provides a view 
of the engine block. This cutting-edge rear-side loader supplies refuse to the compression chamber housing 
using two spiral conveyors, just like the original. Empty small refuse bins or containers into the vehicle's body. 
The body is emptied using the opening rear flap that locks in the end position. Two refuse bins are included in 
the scope of delivery; the BRUDER refuse bin set is an excellent addition (item no.: 02607 featuring three 
small and one large bin). 
                                        
 
Cab: 
- Driver's cabin can be tilted 
- Folding outside mirrors 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Emptying function for small refuse collection bins containers 
- Refuse fed in through delivery spiral conveyor 
- Tailgate can be opened 
 
Movement/function: 
- Folding refuse bin that opens 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 3 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MAN TGA Low loader truck with  
Manitou Telescopic loader MLT 633 

Art.-No.: 02774 
 
                               

Low loader trailers are often used to perform heavy transport tasks, such as transporting large construction 
machines from construction site to construction site. In the BRUDER Construction theme world, the MAN TGA 
low loader transports a Manitou MT633 to its next deployment location. This impressive vehicle has the familiar 
features of the MAN Low loader, such as the fully functional turntable coupling of the semitrailer, folding 
supports and movable access ramps. The supplied steerable telescopic loader has an extendable and height-
adjustable telescopic arm as well as a detachable shovel. 
                              
 
Cab: 
- Driver's cabin can be tilted 
- Folding outside mirrors 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Clip-on low loader with fifth wheel coupling 
- Moving access ramps 
 
Contents: 
- Incl. Manitou Telescopic loader (item no. 02125) 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 3 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Range Rover Velar 
Art.-No.: 02880 

 
                                               

Range Rover Velar takes on a leading role in design, efficiency and performance. The Velar combines 
elegance and comfort in a vehicle that is still extremely off-road. With new hybrid drives, up to 400 hp and 
sophisticated all-wheel drive technology, this cross country vehicle has a strikingly wide range of applications. 
The new model of the Velar from BRUDER incorporates many of these elements from the original in true detail. 
The vehicle is mounted on spring-loaded axles with redesigned rims. Thanks to the steering wheel extension, 
the Velar is of course steerable. Four doors and the tailgate can be opened and a trailer coupling is also 
included, for pulling different trailers. The bworld Quad (item no. 63000) and the Ducati Scrambler Desert Sled 
(item no. 63051) round off BRUDER’s off-road products.   
    
                    
Vehicle design 
- Clear-glass headlights at the front 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Doors can be opened 
- Steerable with additional drag link through the roof hatch 
- Tailgate can be opened 
 
Chassis 
- Wheels in modern SUV design 
- Spring-loaded front- (steerable) and rear axles 
- Incl. removable drawbar coupling 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 3 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Range Rover Velar 
Emergency vehicle with driver 

Art.-No.: 02885 
 
                                

Range Rover Velar takes on a leading role in design, efficiency and performance. The Velar combines 
elegance and comfort in a vehicle that is still extremely off-road. With new hybrid drives, up to 400 hp and 
sophisticated all-wheel drive technology, this cross country vehicle has a strikingly wide range of applications. 
The Range Rover Velar as an emergency doctor's vehicle supports the ambulance already included in the 
BRUDER range. The Velar transports the emergency doctor (included in the scope of delivery) safely to the 
scene, facilitated by the off-road, spring-loaded axles and the steering wheel extension, which can be inserted 
through a roof hatch. Storage space is provided by the 4 opening doors and tailgate. 
The Range Rover Velar Emergency vehicle is the ideal complement to the MB Sprinter Ambulance (item no. 
02676) and the bworld Health station (item no. 62711).  
                             
Cab 
- Clear-glass headlights at the front 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
 
Vehicle design 
- Additional steering column can be stored in the vehicle underbody 
- steerable with additional drag link through the roof hatch 
- Doors can be opened 
- Tailgate can be opened 
 
Chassis 
- Wheels in contemporary SUV design 
- Spring-loaded (steered) front and rear axles 
 
Content 
- Incl. emergency doctor  
- Incl. Light + Sound Module  
  (Functional buttons: 1. engine sound, 2. police siren, 3. fire service siren, 4. yelp signal) 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-
quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Range Rover Velar Police with policeman 
Art.-No.: 02890 

 
                                

Range Rover Velar takes on a leading role in design, efficiency and performance. The Velar combines 
elegance and comfort in a vehicle that is still extremely off-road. With new hybrid drives, up to 400 hp and 
sophisticated all-wheel drive technology, this cross country vehicle has a strikingly wide range of applications. 
BRUDER emergency services will now also be able to police hard-to-reach terrain outside the city limits thanks 
to the Range Rover Velar in police livery. Just like the real thing, the toy features a crew cab with four doors. 
All doors open to accommodate four bworld figures. This model at a scale of 1:16 features suspension on both 
axles to provide ride comfort and off-road capability. In this context, the front axle can be steered using the 
included steering wheel extension. The tailgate opens to transport it during play. The bworld Police station 
(item no. 62732) and the Jeep Rubicon Unlimited as police vehicle (item no. 02526) from the ample range of 
emergency service vehicles and figures are particularly fitting additions. 
 
Cab 
- Clear-glass headlights at the front 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
 
Vehicle design 
- Additional steering column can be stored in the vehicle underbody 
- Steerable with additional drag link through the roof hatch 
- Doors can be opened 
- Tailgate can be opened 
 
Chassis 
- Wheels in contemporary SUV design 
- Spring-loaded (steered) front and rear axles 
 
Content 
- Incl. policeman 
- Incl. Light + Sound Module  
  (Functional buttons: 1. engine sound, 2. police siren, 3. fire service siren, 4. yelp signal) 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 BRUDER Wheel loader  
Art.-No.: 03412 

 
 
 
The BRUDER construction vehicles themed world is extremely popular as the toy vehicles have been finished 
beautifully and feature comprehensive functions. The BRUDER Wheel loader has been added to this 
successful segment. This vehicle with clever BRUDER design convinces with great functions and simple 
handling. The central handle can lift and lower the entire loading arm and move the bucket. Thanks to the large 
tread tyres and articulated steering this new wheel loader also cuts a great shape in any sandpit. The BRUDER 
range includes the BRUDER Dumper truck (item no. 03420) and the BRUDER Excavator (item no. 03413), 
which are also suitable for children from 2 years of age. 
                                                                        
 
Vehicle design: 
- Tilting bucket 
 
Chassis: 
- Articulated steering 
- Tread tyres 
 
Movement/function: 
- Fully functioning bucket arm 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 2 years for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Scale 1:16 
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BRUDER Excavator 
Art.-No.: 03413 

 
                                
 
The BRUDER construction vehicles themed world is extremely popular as the toy vehicles have been finished 
to a high level of detail and feature comprehensive functions. The new BRUDER mobile excavator has now 
been added to this successful segment. This vehicle with clever BRUDER design convinces with great 
functions and simple handling. The central handle can lift and lower the entire excavator arm and move the 
bucket. This excavator is also plenty of fun in the sandpit. The excavator body can be rotated by 360° and the 
large power shovel is height-adjustable. The BRUDER range includes the BRUDER Wheel loader (item no. 
03412) and the BRUDER Dump truck (item no. 03420), which are also suitable for children from 2 years of 
age. 
 
 

Cab: 
- Excavator body rotates by 360° 
 
Chassis: 
- Adjustable power shovel 
- Tread tyres 
 
Movement/function: 
- Fully functioning shovel arm, operated by the manual lever 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 2 years for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Scale 1:16 
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 BRUDER Dumper  
Art.-No.: 03420 

 
   
The BRUDER construction vehicles themed world is extremely popular as the toy vehicles have been finished 
to a high level of detail and feature comprehensive functions. This also applies in particular to our smallest 
customers. With the new tipper, BRUDER offers a great dump truck for children from 2 years of age. The 
model has a detailed cab and is equipped with articulated steering. The dump truck is equipped with a large, 
fully functional tipping trough for use in the sandpit.  
 
The BRUDER range includes the BRUDER wheel loader (item no. 03412) and the BRUDER Excavator (item 
no. 03413), which are also suitable for children from 2 years of age. 
                                 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Fully functional tipping trough 
 
Chassis: 
- Articulated steering 
- Tread tyres 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 2 years for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Scania Super 560R  
Cattle transportation truck with 1 cattle 

Art.-No.: 03548 
 
                                
Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is 
characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation 
that may arise. It is precisely these different situations that children can experience realistically with these 
BRUDER models. 
The cattle transporter truck is equipped with everything necessary for the correct and cattle-friendly transport 
of livestock: Loading and unloading cattle without injuring animals using a folding, extendible ramp featuring 
fold-up ramp gates, folding internal divider gates to own up to different species' space requirements, attachable 
troughs, etc. A scaled cow is included in the Scania, additional cows and bulls are available using item number 
02308 and 02309. The new cab follows Scania's typical, dynamic design. Folding exterior mirrors and doors 
can be opened and there is also the option of supplementing with a Light + Sound Module (item no. 02801). 
 
Cab 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design 
- 2 side doors can be opened 
- 2 drinking troughs for hooking into the side walls 
- Fold-out support legs 
- Folding ramp incl. ramp extension 
- Side folding ramp gates 
- Fold-down separating gate inside 
- Container can be disassembled into individual parts 
 
Chassis 
- Tread tyres 
 
Content 
- Includes 1 cow 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Scania Super 560R Construction truck  
with crane and 2 pallets 

Art.-No.: 03551 
 
 

Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is 
characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation 
that may arise. It is precisely these different situations that children can experience realistically with these 
BRUDER models. 
The new cab follows Scania's typical, dynamic design. Folding exterior mirrors and doors can be opened. The 
vehicle body consists of a tilting loading surface with three folding side gates. Behind the cab is a 360° 
rotatable, foldable and telescopic loading crane that can be freely moved by hand and held in any position by 
the locking mechanism. In addition, outriggers can be extended and lowered laterally by the loading crane in 
order to provide the vehicle with greater stability when loading. Since a pallet fork with two pallets and a shovel 
grab are also included, the fun can begin immediately. 
                                                
 
Cab 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design 
- Crane boom can be rotated 360°, telescoped and locked in any position 
- Pallet fork is interchangeable with a bucket grab included in the scope of delivery 
- Hinged side boards on 3 sides 
- Fold-out and fold-down support legs 
- Tilting loading platform 
 
Chassis 
- Tread tyres 
 
Additional features 
- Compatible with Light + Sound Module to enhance the fun, item no.: 02801 and 02802  
  (not included in the scope of delivery) 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Scania Super 560R Tow truck with  
 BRUDER Roadster and Light + Sound Module 

Art.-No.: 03552 
 
                              

Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is 
characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation 
that may arise. It is precisely these different situations that children can experience realistically with these 
BRUDER models. 
The platform can be lowered to recover vehicles. It is also possible to load vehicles using the crane that can 
be extended and pivoted. In this process, the loading harness, consisting of chains and wheel clamps, enables 
safe and fast lifting and loading. Wheel chocks and folding outriggers secure the vehicle and tread tyres round 
off the MAN TGS truck. The high-detail cab features doors that open and folding mirrors on the cab.  
The Light + Sound Module has also been pre-installed. The BRUDER Roadster features a removable roof and 
can accommodate any bworld figure. The Roadster comes with the new wheel changing system for even more 
fun. 
 
Cab 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design 
- Loading harness (consisting of chains and wheel clamps) and wheel chocks 
- Extending and pivoting crane 
- Extending outriggers 
- Removable platform 
 
Content 
- Incl. BRUDER Roadster with removable roof and wheel changing system  
- Incl. Light + Sound Module  
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Scania Super 560R Liebherr Crane truck 
with Light + Sound Module 

Art.-No.: 03571 
 
                                
Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is 
characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every 
situation that may arise. It is precisely these different situations that children can experience realistically with 
these BRUDER models. 
The Crane truck is already a considerable size when the telescopic crane is extended and can be extended 
again with an additional boom. With the crane boom fully extended and erected, the crane is 1.30 m high 
and will tower above some of the little builders. Stability in this dimension is, of course, a must. High stability 
against tipping is achieved by the swivelling and individually adjustable supporting feet on the vehicle 
platform. For even greater stability, the attached counterweight can be used as with the original crane. The 
model can be filled with sand to ensure sufficient weight. The cable winch with hold-open device and 
overload protection enables easy handling of the crane hook when lifting and lowering, even large items. As 
with the original, the crane driver’s cab has a window protection frame and an opening sliding door. A toolbox 
integrated into the platform completes the crane’s many functions. The newly developed cab of the Scania 
Super R features doors that can be opened and folding exterior mirrors. The BRUDER Light + Sound Module 
is also included for even more play value. 
                               
Cab 
- Cab windows made from transparent and 
shatter-proof plastic 
- Doors can be opened 
- Folding outside mirrors 
 
Vehicle design 
- Fold-out and height-adjustable crane boom 
with hook 
- Counterweight can be filled with sand or 
gravel 
- Crane boom can be extended with crane 
boom tip attached to the side 
- Crane body can be turned through 360° 
 
Content 
- Light + Sound Module (Functional buttons: 1. 
engine sound, 2. police siren, 3. fire service 
siren, 4. yelp signal) 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years 
upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such 
as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Scania Super 560R UPS Logistic truck  
with forklift 
Art.-No.: 03582 

 
                                

Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is 
characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation 
that may arise. It is precisely these different situations that children can experience realistically with these 
BRUDER models. 
BRUDER now offers this version with three axles, an interchangeable container unit and a lorry-mounted 
forklift. The container can be broken down to individual parts and features swing doors at the rear. An 
additional, outstanding option of this vehicle is the interchangeable unit that can be automatically released 
from the vehicle by pulling it out and extending the outriggers to jack up the container and enable the truck to 
move away from the unit. The new cab features the Scania-typical, dynamic design of the new R series. Folding 
outside mirrors and glazing made of high-quality polycarbonate are a given, as are opening doors or the option 
to install the Light + Sound Module. 
                                            
Cab 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design 
- Fold-out support legs 
- Rear swing doors can be opened 
- Container can be disassembled into individual parts 
 
Chassis 
- Tread tyres 
 
Content 
- Steerable lorry-mounted forklift with 2-part lifting mast, rope deflection, tilting function, adjustable fork width  
  and tread tyres 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 Scania Super 560R Fire engine with ladder,  
waterpump and Light + Sound Module 

Art.-No.: 03591 
 
                                
Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is 
characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation 
that may arise. It is precisely these different situations that children can experience realistically with these 
BRUDER models. 
There is hardly any scene more exciting to recreate than a large fire service deployment. One highlight of the 
BRUDER fire service range is the Scania Super 560R fire service ladder truck. In addition to all the details, 
such as opening doors, folding mirrors, etc., the vehicle also features a built-in water tank that can be easily 
filled. The water hose can be wound up, held by the BRUDER figures (e.g. item no. 60100 - not included in 
the scope of delivery) or attached to the ladder basket and has a fully functional nozzle. The turntable ladder 
with rescue basket can be extended and adjusted in height using a hand wheel. In addition to two seats in the 
cab, there is an additional seat for the bworld figure on the fire service ladder. Four extendable stabilisers can 
ensure that the vehicle is stable in any situation and a large storage compartment with hinged door provides 
additional space for storing tools. The Light + Sound Module with four different functions such as engine noise, 
flashing light and siren noise is included in the scope of delivery and further increases the play value of this 
elaborate fire service. The bworld Fire station (item no. 62702) is the ideal addition to this exciting fire service 
vehicle. 
 
Cab 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design 
- Holder for hose nozzle on ladder basket 
- Extending outriggers 
- Charging box and side storage compartment with opening door 
- Water hose that can be rolled up using a crank 
- Figure can sit down on the fire service ladder 
 
Content 
- Light + Sound Module (Functional buttons: 1. engine sound, 2. police siren, 3. fire service siren, 4. yelp signal) 
 
Movement/function 
- Tank can be filled with water 
- Rotating ladder 
- Water function 
- Functional pump 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for  
playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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MB Arocs Halfpipe dump truck 
Art.-No.: 03621 

 
                                

Power, durability and efficiency often represent crucial elements on a working day on roads and construction 
sites. This is why the Mercedes-Benz Arocs has been specially developed for these needs. The design has 
also been revised to match these technical features. For example, the front of the radiator grille is designed in 
the typical Arocs look and reflects its enormous power. With this model we focussed intensively on the 
durability that characterises BRUDER products and equipped the cab with an opening door to give BRUDER 
toy figures access to the vehicle. Thanks to the special half-pipe shape, the loaded cargo is automatically 
positioned in the middle, which is useful both for driving and for unloading as easily as possible. The tipping 
trough's triple-extendable cylinder and the tailgate can be clicked into place in different stages to enable as 
many play situations as possible. The Volvo Wheel loader (item no. 02458) and the large Cat® Excavator (item 
no. 02483) go particularly well with this impressive dump truck. 
                                    
Cab: 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Halfpipe body with tipper function 
- Cylinders extend in three stages and can be locked 
- Tailgate can be opened 
 
Chassis: 
- Tread tyres 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 3 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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MB Arocs Cement mixer truck 
Art.-No.: 03655 

 
                               

Power, durability and efficiency often represent crucial elements on a working day on roads and construction 
sites. This is why the Mercedes-Benz Arocs has been specially developed for these needs. The design has 
also been revised to match these technical features. For example, the front of the radiator grille is designed in 
the typical Arocs look, which reflects its enormous power. With this model we focussed intensively on the 
durability that characterises BRUDER products and equipped the cab with an opening door to give BRUDER 
toy figures access to the vehicle. The drum of the truck mixer can be turned by a hand crank in the water tank 
that folds out (drum with spiral conveyor and mixer). Just like the original, the drum is emptied by reversing its 
direction of rotation. The spiral on the inside of the drum delivers the load to the discharge chute at the rear. 
Includes two plug-in drain chutes. 
 
Cab: 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Front window made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Turning mixing barrel by operating the hand crank (drum with mixing spiral) 
- Fold-out crank hidden in the “water tank” 
- Two plug-in drain chutes 
 
Chassis: 
- Tread tyres 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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MB Arocs Timber truck with  
loading crane, grab and 3 trunks 

Art.-No.: 03669 
 
                                

Power, durability and efficiency often represent crucial elements on a working day on roads and construction 
sites. This is why the new Mercedes-Benz Arocs has been specially developed for these needs. The design 
has also been revised to match these technical features. For example, the front of the radiator grille is designed 
in the typical Arocs look, which reflects its enormous power. With this model we focussed intensively on the 
durability that characterises BRUDER products and equipped the cab with an opening door to give BRUDER 
toy figures access to the vehicle. The loading crane is equipped with a timber grabber to move the logs. The 
timber grab can be locked in the open position. When a log is to be grabbed, the timber grabber is lowered 
onto it and when contact is made in the middle, the grabber closes automatically. That's just one example of 
the functionality of this truck. Other highlights include the extending and lowering crane supports, as well as 
the chains on the stanchions of the loading platform for securing loads. Of course, the stanchions can also be 
folded down for loading the timber sideways. To the rear, the truck can be unloaded by tilting the loading 
platform 
 
Cab: 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Timber grabber with automatic closing 
- Folding tube holders can be closed with metal chains 
- Extending outriggers 
- Tilting loading platform 
- Crane attachment swivels by 360° 
- Loads can be revolved and detached 
 
Chassis: 
- Tread tyres 
 
Movement/function: 
- Functional loading crane with 
grabber 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable 
from  
4 years upwards for playing 
indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality 
plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MAN TGS Garbage truck 
Art.-No.: 03760 

 
                                

The MAN TGS is the perfect, all-round vehicle for construction sites, long-haul deployment and local 
distribution. Thanks to durable design, featuring powerful engines and providing an over-average payload, this 
truck is the prototype of the frequently described "all-round vehicle" with plenty of innovations on board. The 
two-tone cab features doors that can be opened to provide any bworld figure with a modern place of work. 
The entire loading and unloading process of the garbage truck is controlled by a unique rotary wheel 
mechanism, with which two dustbins can be emptied at the same time. Thanks to the flexible carrier console, 
the same procedure is also possible for the waste container. The process: the dustbins are pushed into the 
carrier console, and the waste is then lifted and emptied into the tipping trough. When the wheel is turned, it is 
drawn into the functional press mechanism, compressed and then transported into the waste bunker. This 
process is vividly represented through a viewing window. The handle at the top of the waste bunker is used to 
dump the waste. By turning this handle, the waste is transported to the rear, past the raised loading and 
unloading unit, by means of a discharge slide. Two small dustbins and tread tyres complete the picture. The 
MAN TGS Garbage truck can be equipped with the dustbin set (3 small, 1 large bin) item no.: 02607. 
                                        
 
Cab: 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Chassis: 
- Tread tyres 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Folding refuse bin that opens 
 
Movement/function: 
- Refuse can be tipped out by turning handle 
- Rotating wheel mechanism enables loading and unloading process 
 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MAN TGS Tipper truck 
Art.-No.: 03766 

 
                                

The MAN TGS is the perfect, all-round vehicle for construction sites, long-haul deployment and local 
distribution. Thanks to durable design, featuring powerful engines and providing an over-average payload, this 
truck is the prototype of the frequently described "all-round vehicle" with plenty of innovations on board. The 
two-tone cab features doors that can be opened to provide any bworld figure with a modern place of work. 
The large truck tipping trough has a tailgate that opens automatically when the load is tipped. The MAN tipper 
truck is equipped with four axles and robust tread tyres for heavy-duty use. The wide range of BRUDER 
construction machines from the Cat® mobile excavator (item no. 02445) and the JCB 5CX backhoe loader 
(item no. 02454) are particularly well suited to this.  
                                              
 
Cab: 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Folding outside mirrors 
 
Vehicle design: 
- Tailgate can be opened 
- Tipping trough 
 
Chassis: 
- Tread tyres 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 3 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MAN TGS Truck with Roll-Off-Container  
and Schäffer Compact loader 2630 

Art.-No.: 03767 
 
                                

The MAN TGS is the perfect, all-round vehicle for construction sites, long-haul deployment and local 
distribution. Thanks to durable design, featuring powerful engines and providing an over-average payload, this 
truck is the prototype of the frequently described "all-round vehicle" with plenty of innovations on board. The 
two-tone cab features doors that can be opened to provide any bworld figure with a modern place of work. The 
transport container has two swivelling hinged doors at the end and can be lowered and picked up again at the 
rear by the gripper arm. When the container stands on the floor and the doors are open, the smaller BRUDER 
vehicles can even drive into the container and then be transported by the container lorry. This possibility is 
used very often in reality on construction sites and little builders can recreate these flexible possibilities in the 
children’s room. The popular Schäffer Compact loader 2630 is included in this great combination. 
 
 
Cab: 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design: 
- The container can be lowered and dropped off from the rear 
- Two swivelling hinged doors on the container 
 
Contents: 
Includes Schaeffer yard loader item no. 02190 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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MAN TGS Crane truck 
Art.-No.: 03771 

 
                                

The MAN TGS is the perfect, all-round vehicle for construction sites, long-haul deployment and local 
distribution. Thanks to durable design, featuring powerful engines and providing an over-average payload, this 
truck is the prototype of the frequently described "all-round vehicle" with plenty of innovations on board. The 
BRUDER model of the MAN TGS Crane truck is an indispensable tool on any construction site in your 
children's bedrooms. This model at a scale of 1:16 is anywhere with a demand to hoist and move loads. The 
two-tone cab features doors that can be opened to provide and bworld figure with a modern place of work. 
Thanks to its fully functional reel with integrated overload protection, you will have no trouble recreating 
construction site scenarios with this toy. The angle and extension of the crane are also very easy to adjust. 
Four extending and adjustable outriggers guarantee stability. Junior crane operators will also find identical 
functionalities in the cab. It is fully glazed and features a sliding door.  
 
                       
Cab 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Vehicle design 
- Extending outriggers 
- Two-part, extending crane arm with rotary button hoisting lock gears.  
- Crane body can be turned through 360° 
- Sliding door with lock function 
 
Movement/function 
- Fully functional, driven reel with specially developed overload protection 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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 MAN TGS Winter service with plow blade 
Art.-No.: 03785 

 
                                

                                                 

"... heavy snowfall up and down the country...", as soon as traffic reports mention something like this, winter 
service vehicles start working against the clock to ease the situation. Known for its realistic vehicles suitable 
for any conditions, BRUDER has developed with the MAN TGS winter service vehicle an impressive and exact 
replica of the original snowplough. The wide, height-adjustable and of course also detachable plough blade 
manages to clear even the thickest snow and create a lane suitable for traffic. The extremely realistic gritter 
mechanism applies sand or any other grit to the road surface to prevent vehicles from losing control. The MAN 
TGS truck can be retrofitted with the BRUDER Light + Sound Module (item no. 02801). 
 
 
Cab: 
- Cab windows made from transparent and shatter-proof plastic 
- Folding outside mirrors 
- Doors can be opened 
 
Chassis: 
- Tread tyres 
 
Movement/function: 
- working space of the screw can be viewed (flap can be opened and closed) 
- tank can be filled with water 
- rotating ladder 
- gritter rotates by 180° (for transport and cleaning function) 
- fully functional spreader mechanism with feed spiral, (dis)engageable with lever 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics such as ABS 
- Compatible with figure 
- Scale 1:16 
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bworld Construction set 
Art.-No.: 62008 

 
                                                                                   

 
The bworld construction set serves as a point of contact for a large number of vehicles from BRUDER’s huge 
themed worlds of construction and commercial vehicles. This themed set lets little construction workers 
realistically recreate a wide range of construction site scenes. Construction fences secure the construction site 
area. The scope of delivery also includes a vibratory plate and a mortar mixing machine for the construction 
work. Of course, a mobile toilet is also included for the construction worker’s personal needs. The bworld 
construction set is particularly suitable as an extension for the MB Sprinter Municipal vehicle (item no. 02677), 
the Cat Mini excavator (item no. 02466), or the JCB MIDI Backhoe loader (item no. 02427)   
                        
 
Content 
- bworld construction worker 
- Vibratory plate and mortar mixer 
- Construction fences 
- Construction site WC 
- Construction site accessories 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics  
- Scale 1:16 
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bworld Fire station with fireman 
Art.-No.: 62702 

 
                                                                                   

                                                                                                

For the wide array of BRUDER fire service vehicles there is the bworld fire station as a coordinating site. At 
the incident control centre, the firefman can coordinate and track every "shout" using state-of-the-art 
equipment. Between deployments the BRUDER fireman can relax on his bed in the lounge on the first floor. 
The bworld Fire station can be easily combined with the other bworld themed sets. 
From the selection of BRUDER emergency service vehicles, the MB Sprinter ambulance (item no. 02676) and 
the Jeep Wrangler Rubicon police vehicle (item no. 02526) are especially good matches. 
 
With the bworld themed sets you can dive even deeper into the world of BRUDER. Printed wall elements with 
easy-to-mount adjustable feet now form the space for even more reality when playing and the new shelving 
system and other components can also interact with the elements. bworld is the toy world of BRUDER. It is 
made up of moving figures, animals, accessories and also themed sets, and is assigned to the well-known 
BRUDER categories. Whether it's a firefighter, rider, water sports enthusiast, in the hospital ward or motorcycle 
workshop, bworld items provide hours of fun on their own or make the perfect addition to the detailed vehicles. 
 
 
Contents: 
- 3 background elements printed on both sides with adjustable feet 
- 1 printed intermediate floor 
- Staircase with bannister 
- Pole with handle 
- 1 bworld fireman with accessories  
- Platform 
- Incident control centre with office chair and control panel 
- Wall shelving unit with shelves and brackets 
 
General information: 
- Recommended age: suitable from 4 years upwards for playing indoors and outdoors 
- Manufactured from high-quality plastics  
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	02034_Pressemappe_EN
	Irrigation trailer
	Art.-No.: 02034

	02180_Pressemappe_EN
	Fendt Vario 211
	Art.-No.: 02180
	The Fendt Vario 211 features everything farmers need for successful results. Thanks to its compact dimensions and a spacious cab, it is not only comfortable, but also the perfect working companion for all conditions. This compact yet very powerful tra...

	02182_Pressemappe_EN
	Fendt Vario 211 with frontloader
	and tipping trailer
	Art.-No.: 02182

	02509_Pressemappe_EN
	RAM 2500 Service truck with
	rotating beacon light
	Art.-No.: 02509

	02544_Pressemappe_EN
	RAM 2500 Fire engine truck with
	Light + Sound Module
	Art.-No.: 02544

	02679_Pressemappe_EN
	MB Sprinter with working platform and
	Light + Sound Module
	Art.-No.: 02679
	Pioneering, efficient, reliable – this is how Mercedes Benz describes the new Sprinter. The latest generation Sprinter continues to be the versatile and popular transport professional. BRUDER’s extensive range includes the latest sprinters in a wide r...
	The latest variant at BRUDER is the MB Sprinter with work platform. Mobile work platforms are required for working at heights, e.g. on trees, street lighting or traffic signs. The BRUDER work platform brings every bworld figure safely to a height of u...

	02680_Pressemappe_EN
	MB Sprinter Fire engine with
	Light + Sound Module
	Art.-No.: 02680

	02681_Pressemappe_EN
	MB Sprinter Transfer with driver
	Art.-N0.: 02681

	02739_Pressemappe_EN
	MAN TGA Cement mixer truck rapid mix
	Art.-No.: 02739
	This truck is based on the well-known and proven MAN TGA. Its cab can be tilted and provides a view of the engine block. Turn the modernised truck mixer drum using a hand crank installed on the water tank. The drum features one spiral conveyor and mix...

	02772_Pressemappe_EN
	MAN TGA Rear loading garbage truck
	Art.-No.: 02772
	This garbage truck is based on the well-known and proven MAN TGA. Its cab can be tilted and provides a view of the engine block. This cutting-edge rear-side loader supplies refuse to the compression chamber housing using two spiral conveyors, just lik...

	02774_Pressemappe_EN
	MAN TGA Low loader truck with
	Manitou Telescopic loader MLT 633
	Art.-No.: 02774
	Low loader trailers are often used to perform heavy transport tasks, such as transporting large construction machines from construction site to construction site. In the BRUDER Construction theme world, the MAN TGA low loader transports a Manitou MT63...

	02880_Pressemappe_EN
	Range Rover Velar
	Art.-No.: 02880
	Range Rover Velar takes on a leading role in design, efficiency and performance. The Velar combines elegance and comfort in a vehicle that is still extremely off-road. With new hybrid drives, up to 400 hp and sophisticated all-wheel drive technology, ...
	The new model of the Velar from BRUDER incorporates many of these elements from the original in true detail. The vehicle is mounted on spring-loaded axles with redesigned rims. Thanks to the steering wheel extension, the Velar is of course steerable. ...

	02885_Pressemappe_EN
	Range Rover Velar
	Emergency vehicle with driver
	Art.-No.: 02885
	Range Rover Velar takes on a leading role in design, efficiency and performance. The Velar combines elegance and comfort in a vehicle that is still extremely off-road. With new hybrid drives, up to 400 hp and sophisticated all-wheel drive technology, ...
	The Range Rover Velar as an emergency doctor's vehicle supports the ambulance already included in the BRUDER range. The Velar transports the emergency doctor (included in the scope of delivery) safely to the scene, facilitated by the off-road, spring-...
	The Range Rover Velar Emergency vehicle is the ideal complement to the MB Sprinter Ambulance (item no. 02676) and the bworld Health station (item no. 62711).
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	Range Rover Velar Police with policeman
	Art.-No.: 02890
	Range Rover Velar takes on a leading role in design, efficiency and performance. The Velar combines elegance and comfort in a vehicle that is still extremely off-road. With new hybrid drives, up to 400 hp and sophisticated all-wheel drive technology, ...
	BRUDER emergency services will now also be able to police hard-to-reach terrain outside the city limits thanks to the Range Rover Velar in police livery. Just like the real thing, the toy features a crew cab with four doors. All doors open to accommod...
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	BRUDER Wheel loader
	Art.-No.: 03412
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	BRUDER Excavator
	Art.-No.: 03413
	- Scale 1:16
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	BRUDER Dumper
	Art.-No.: 03420
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	Scania Super 560R
	Cattle transportation truck with 1 cattle
	Art.-No.: 03548
	Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation that may arise. It is precisely these ...
	The cattle transporter truck is equipped with everything necessary for the correct and cattle-friendly transport of livestock: Loading and unloading cattle without injuring animals using a folding, extendible ramp featuring fold-up ramp gates, folding...
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	Scania Super 560R Construction truck
	with crane and 2 pallets
	Art.-No.: 03551
	Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation that may arise. It is precisely these ...
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	Scania Super 560R Tow truck with
	BRUDER Roadster and Light + Sound Module
	Art.-No.: 03552
	Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation that may arise. It is precisely these ...
	The platform can be lowered to recover vehicles. It is also possible to load vehicles using the crane that can be extended and pivoted. In this process, the loading harness, consisting of chains and wheel clamps, enables safe and fast lifting and load...
	The Light + Sound Module has also been pre-installed. The BRUDER Roadster features a removable roof and can accommodate any bworld figure. The Roadster comes with the new wheel changing system for even more fun.
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	Scania Super 560R Liebherr Crane truck
	with Light + Sound Module
	Art.-No.: 03571
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	Scania Super 560R UPS Logistic truck
	with forklift
	Art.-No.: 03582
	Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation that may arise. It is precisely these ...
	BRUDER now offers this version with three axles, an interchangeable container unit and a lorry-mounted forklift. The container can be broken down to individual parts and features swing doors at the rear. An additional, outstanding option of this vehic...
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	Scania Super 560R Fire engine with ladder,
	waterpump and Light + Sound Module
	Art.-No.: 03591
	Comfortable and robust, BRUDER presents the Scania Super R series in its range. The R series is characterised by its unique combination of comfort and durability. It is therefore ideally suited to every situation that may arise. It is precisely these ...
	There is hardly any scene more exciting to recreate than a large fire service deployment. One highlight of the BRUDER fire service range is the Scania Super 560R fire service ladder truck. In addition to all the details, such as opening doors, folding...
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	MB Arocs Halfpipe dump truck
	Art.-No.: 03621
	Power, durability and efficiency often represent crucial elements on a working day on roads and construction sites. This is why the Mercedes-Benz Arocs has been specially developed for these needs. The design has also been revised to match these techn...
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	MB Arocs Cement mixer truck
	Art.-No.: 03655
	Power, durability and efficiency often represent crucial elements on a working day on roads and construction sites. This is why the Mercedes-Benz Arocs has been specially developed for these needs. The design has also been revised to match these techn...
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	MB Arocs Timber truck with
	loading crane, grab and 3 trunks
	Art.-No.: 03669
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	MAN TGS Garbage truck
	Art.-No.: 03760
	The MAN TGS is the perfect, all-round vehicle for construction sites, long-haul deployment and local distribution. Thanks to durable design, featuring powerful engines and providing an over-average payload, this truck is the prototype of the frequentl...
	The entire loading and unloading process of the garbage truck is controlled by a unique rotary wheel mechanism, with which two dustbins can be emptied at the same time. Thanks to the flexible carrier console, the same procedure is also possible for th...
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	MAN TGS Tipper truck
	Art.-No.: 03766
	The MAN TGS is the perfect, all-round vehicle for construction sites, long-haul deployment and local distribution. Thanks to durable design, featuring powerful engines and providing an over-average payload, this truck is the prototype of the frequentl...
	The large truck tipping trough has a tailgate that opens automatically when the load is tipped. The MAN tipper truck is equipped with four axles and robust tread tyres for heavy-duty use. The wide range of BRUDER construction machines from the Cat® mo...
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	MAN TGS Truck with Roll-Off-Container
	and Schäffer Compact loader 2630
	Art.-No.: 03767
	The MAN TGS is the perfect, all-round vehicle for construction sites, long-haul deployment and local distribution. Thanks to durable design, featuring powerful engines and providing an over-average payload, this truck is the prototype of the frequentl...
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	MAN TGS Crane truck
	Art.-No.: 03771
	The MAN TGS is the perfect, all-round vehicle for construction sites, long-haul deployment and local distribution. Thanks to durable design, featuring powerful engines and providing an over-average payload, this truck is the prototype of the frequentl...
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	MAN TGS Winter service with plow blade
	Art.-No.: 03785
	"... heavy snowfall up and down the country...", as soon as traffic reports mention something like this, winter service vehicles start working against the clock to ease the situation. Known for its realistic vehicles suitable for any conditions, BRUDE...
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	Art.-No.: 62008
	The bworld construction set serves as a point of contact for a large number of vehicles from BRUDER’s huge themed worlds of construction and commercial vehicles. This themed set lets little construction workers realistically recreate a wide range of c...
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	bworld Fire station with fireman
	For the wide array of BRUDER fire service vehicles there is the bworld fire station as a coordinating site. At the incident control centre, the firefman can coordinate and track every "shout" using state-of-the-art equipment. Between deployments the B...
	The bworld Fire station can be easily combined with the other bworld themed sets.
	From the selection of BRUDER emergency service vehicles, the MB Sprinter ambulance (item no. 02676) and the Jeep Wrangler Rubicon police vehicle (item no. 02526) are especially good matches.
	With the bworld themed sets you can dive even deeper into the world of BRUDER. Printed wall elements with easy-to-mount adjustable feet now form the space for even more reality when playing and the new shelving system and other components can also int...


